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SOARING INTO THE FUTURE - 30,000 by 2030

Gliding Federation of Australia have established the S2F Sub Committee to implement the Soaring into the
Future Participation Strategy. The GFA acknowledges the input of many volunteers to the ideas in this
document, including previous CMD John Styles and particpants in the working group.
If you would like to provide feedback, please contact:

S2F Chair, Mandy Temple

s2f@glidingaustralia.org or on 0428 378 076.

1.

DISCLAIMER

Sports Community Pty Ltd have prepared this report at the request of the Gliding Federation of Australia. While all
effort has been made to ensure the information in the report is factually correct and reflects the situation at the time of
writing neither Sports Community or its employees accept responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the contents and shall not be liable for any loss or damages that may be incurred, either directly or indirectly through the use or
reliance of information contained in this report.
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2.

INTRODUCTION

The sport of gliding has been inspiring aviators for generations. Gliding allows people to soar like a bird while experiencing a sense of freedom, excitement and exhilaration
not possible in other sports and recreational pastimes.
At no other time in history has gliding had the opportunity to engage the community like the present. The types
of sport and recreational activities our community is
choosing, in recent times, is rapidly expanding beyond the
traditional Australian high participation sports to extreme,
adventure, alternate, lifestyle sports such as gliding.
Not only are the types of sport and recreational activities
Australians are choosing changing in gliding’s favour, but
also the way Australians want to participate in the future is
also rapidly changing to be consistent with the culture, participation and flying options currently offered by our clubs
around Australia.

Gliding has the opportunity to create and implement a
strategy that not only seeks to grow the number of people
flying, but also creating a high quality, sporting and social
experience that ensures gliding becomes a lifelong pursuit.
Our clubs around Australia and their inspirational volunteers and staff are the heart and soul of this strategy.
Empowering our clubs to provide safe gliding experiences
that bring people to our wonderful sport and keeps them
coming back time and again is a primary objective of the
strategy.
This strategy, “Soaring into the future” seeks to grow
the participation numbers of gliding, not incrementally
but exponentially from 2379 members in 2017 to 30,000
participants in 2030. To achieve this ambitious goal, every
facet and component of our sport will be considered and
will only succeed if every person in the sport unites behind
the objectives and the changes required to see it realised.
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3.

REDEFINING PARTICIPATION

The “Soaring into the future” strategy has a clear focus on 3.1 THE POWER OF MEMBERSHIPS
increasing total participation in the sport of gliding. This
Traditionally, most sports focus on measuring and buildincludes anybody who:
ing the membership numbers of its primary participants,
• Undertakes gliding throughout the year, whether they
in gliding’s case, its 12 month memberships. The reality
be members, private owners or introductory flyers tryis all participants within the sport are vital for its growth,
ing the sport for the first time
sustainability and longevity.
• Do not fly yet participate in the sport through vital acThose sports who recognise the power of participation
tivities such as coaching, instructing, glider maintenance
have created a membership type for each type of parcrews, competition officials and tow plane pilots
ticipant within their sport and then actively recruit and
• Participates in non flying related club activities includ- measure the levels of each membership type.
ing club administration, enjoying the social activates of
the club, assisting in fundraising or other volunteer (or The reality is that no participant or membership type is
more important than another because people’s lives, flying
paid) roles within the club
ability, flying motivations, and personal circumstances all
• Those who support the sport through their work with
change over time, meaning that their participation requirethe Gliding Federation of Australia and its regional
ments and therefore membership status is likely to also
bodies.
change over time.
• Parents, friends and families of active participants in
Creating memberships that reflect the different participamany circumstance may also be considered where they
tion options of the sport is a vital growth strategy, because
are directly or indirectly contributing to the goals of the
if people become members they are giving approval for
club or sport
gliding to communicate with them. Being able to communicate regularly (which may be at different frequencies for
different membership/participation types) with participants allows the sport of gliding to:
• Build a strong sense of belonging, over time, between
the sport and the participant (even if the participant
never flies)
• Increase their knowledge
• Guide them through the gliding development pathway
• Continually offer participation options which suit the
individual’s requirements
• Invite people back when they stop participating
While members feel a strong sense of belonging and are
generally willing to actively contribute to the goals of the
sport, it is vital that the value of “non member” is recognised and that strategies are created that support the
growth of this vital group of gliding participants.
The “Soaring into the future” strategy details the process
by which the sport of gliding will achieve its goal of 30,000
participants by 2030 and the research and logic which
underpins or supports this methodology.
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4.

SOARING INTO THE FUTURE

4.1 THE ROLE OF GFA,
ITS REGIONS AND CLUBS
In designing the “Soaring into the future” strategy it is
important that the roles of the key stakeholders of the
strategy are clearly defined and that each stakeholder has
a very clear understanding of their role in achieving the
objectives of 30,000 participants by 2030.
4.1.1 GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA

ucts, experiences or levels of competence ” for each step
within the pathway
• Create the participation strategy naming and branding
conventions
• Define the instructor qualification and accreditation
requirements
4.1.1.2 Marketing and Communication

• Identify segments of the community to be targeted by
the participation strategy
• Create communication strategies to engage and recruit
participants from each segment
• Undertake national marketing campaigns

The Gliding Federation of Australia is the custodian of the
sport of gliding in Australia. It is their responsibility to lead
and administer the sport in a manner that allows the goals
and objectives of the sport to be achieved while ensuring
the long-term sustainability of gliding.
4.1.1.3 Empowering the Clubs and Their Volunteers
Generally in any “whole of sport” participation growth
• Create all resources and training required to support
strategy, it is the national peak body that creates the strateach club implement the strategy within their commuegy and facilitates its implementation. Key responsibilities
nity
generally also include:
4.1.1.4 Technology
4.1.1.1 Research and Design
• Where technology is required to support the strate• Defining and creating the participation pathway for
gy, provide this where possible at a national level. For
all participants, from those who are yet to learn of the
example, customer relationship management software
sport all the way through to elite competitors
to automate the communication with introductory
members after their initial paid flight.
• Defining and creating the different participation “prod-
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the clubs’ perspective, with the fundamental philosophies
of the strategy being:
Typically, the role of state bodies or in gliding’s case, its
• What does each club need to increase participation?
regions, is to support the clubs in delivering the strategies
• What are the barriers stopping clubs from growing
into their communities. Generally, the regions would
their participation and how can those barriers be elimco-ordinate and manage:
inated?
• Club development staff supporting the clubs to imple•
How can the workload and obligations of clubs and
ment the strategy
their volunteers be reduced?
• Training programs for coaches, instructors and admin•
How can economies of scale benefits be derived from
istrators
our club network?
• Providing program feedback to GFA on the program
• How can we make the experience of being a club particand suggested improvements
ipant better or more enjoyable?
4.1.3 CLUBS
• What support do clubs need?
Generally, it is the role of the clubs to market their sport
• What knowledge or additional capacity do clubs and
into their community and to recruit participants from their
their volunteers need to make their roles or time at the
community and turn them into lifelong participants of
club easier?
gliding.
Quite simply, the “Soaring Into The Future” strategy turns
If clubs are unable to recruit and retain participants then
traditional “top down” thinking on its head and looks at the
the “Soaring into the future” will fail. For this obvious rea- opportunity of participation growth through the eyes of
son, the “Soaring into the future” has been designed from
our clubs and their inspiring volunteers.
4.1.2 REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

9
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5.

WHY DOES GLIDING NEED TO CHANGE
THE WAY IT ATTRACTS AND RETAINS PARTICIPANTS?

Today’s world is changing rapidly. Strategies, processes
and procedures, effective yesterday, quickly become obsolete tomorrow if they are not continually adapted to meet
the needs of the community.
The experiences, both sporting and social, provided by the
sport of gliding are no longer meeting the expectations or
needs of the community and many of our existing members, volunteers, and participants. This disconnect between
the participant expectations and what the sport is currently
providing has resulted in gliding being unable to attract
and retain the participation numbers required to ensure
the sustainability of our sport into the future.
While changing the way gliding is presented to the community is vital to ensure the sustainability of our sport, we
also have the opportunity to take advantage of technological and communication innovations and changing participation trends of our community to ease the administrative
and marketing burden on clubs and their volunteers.

1. Australian Bureau of Statistics – online population clock

5.1 A DECLINING MEMBERSHIP TREND
As the table below illustrates, the membership of GFA has
declined by 11% since 2005. Although the total membership decline would not be considered drastic by many this
has been during a period where Australia’s population
grew by 21% from 20.39 million people in 2005 to 24.4
million people in 2017 1.
An equally significant trend is the 52% decline in the
number of people undertaking Introductory Flying (people
paying for passenger flights) between 2005 and 2016.
Not only is this a significant reduction in the number of
people being introduced to gliding but also potentially a
significant loss of revenue for the club offering this type of
participation.
Sports with membership decline are at significant risk as
the demands placed upon them through forces such as
participant expectation, compliance and legislative requirements, and increased competition are compounded by
diminishing revenue from memberships and a smaller base
of passionate volunteers expected to operate the sport and
clubs into the future.
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Table 1.
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GFA Membership Figures 2
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2,246

2,197

2,271

2,229

2,177

2,100

2,052

2,025

1,981

*

2,058

2,036

2,002

Total Student

189

195

189

207

208

282

279

271

329

*

411

408

356

Total 3 month

251

276

271

262

224

210

172

165

37

19

15

21

Grand Total

2,686

2,668

2,731

2,698

2,609

2,592

2,503

2,461

2,347

*

2,488

2,459

2,379

Total Introductory

8,172

8,661

7,278

7,140

5,229

6,327

5,369

4,430

*

4,040

3,963

3,453

Total Flying

* Data Not Available

5.2 GROWTH IS A FINANCIAL IMPERATIVE
For a sport with a declining membership, GFA’s financial
performance has been solid. In spite of the declining membership, GFA has, between 2012 and 2016, grown total
revenue by 5.6%. The challenge though, is that expenses
are increasing (up 7% over the same period) and profits
declining (down 12%).
A key indicator of financial stress gliding is increasingly
finding itself in is the diminishing of the cash reserves of
GFA. Since 2012 the cash and cash equivalents held by
GFA has reduced from $1,493,603 to $1,224,583, a reduction of 18% in only 6 years.

Table 2.

The diminishing membership and participation of gliding
creates significant financial risks for both GFA and the
sport as a whole. Without a clear strategy to increase revenues over the long term it is likely that gliding will continue to erode its cash reserves at increasingly faster rates.
When considering the cash and cash equivalents amount
available at the end of each year in Table 2 above, it should
be noted that approximately $400,000 of the $1,224,583 on
hand as at 30 June 2016 has been set aside to assist in the
ongoing funding of the International Teams committee
(ITC) activities.

GFA Key Financial Indicators
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Total Revenue

980,304

984,965

1,100,507

1,017,165

1,035,422

Total Expenses

913,127

913,127

1,148,289

1,046,819

976,239

67,177

110,096

-47,781

-29,654

59,184

12 month membership

362,971

500,698

518,918

515,180

Introductory membership

112,057

102,027

97,791

106,609

27,293

25,352

27,603

31,304

Profit (Loss)
Breakdown of Membership Fees

Short term membership
Cash and cash equivalents

1,493,603

1,599,259

1,398,534

1,276,239

1,224,583

Total Members Fund's

1,437,608

1,547,704

1,499,922

1,137,243

1,499,922

2. Membership information provided by GFA EO, Terry Cubley

2017
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5.3 THE FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY

5.4 MEMBERSHIP CHURN

As the table of membership categories below illustrates the
cost to join the Gliding Federation of Australia varies from
$275 for a 12 month adult membership down to $15 for a
tow pilot membership.
For every 100 12-month memberships sold, GFA generates an additional $27,500 in revenue that can be invested
back into gliding. Applying this revenue opportunity to
current membership figures, for every 10% increase in 12
month members (or in real terms for each additional 200
members) GFA revenue would increase by approximately
$55,000.
By simply growing the membership numbers back to
their 2005 levels of 2,246, assuming this growth was in 12
month memberships, would increase membership revenue
by over $67,000 3 per year.

In 2016, 616 people became 12 month flying members of
GFA. Catastrophically, during that year 586 members left
GFA with 292 or 47% of the 2016 new members leaving
after one year of membership. A further 115 (19% of new
members in 2016) members did not renew their membership after two years and 50 members (8% of new members
in 2016) left after their third year.
If the current membership churn figures continue, of the
616 people who became 12 month flying members in 2016
only 159 or 25% could be expected to renew their membership in their fourth year.
The high levels of people leaving gliding prior to their 4th
year of members clearly shows that for new members at
least, their participation experiences are not meeting their
expectations and they are leaving gliding in droves.

Table 3.

GFA Membership Categories and Costs 4

Membership Type

Price

12 Month Adult

$275

12 Month Adult with Magazine posted overseas

$301

12 Month Student (under 18, or under 26 & student > 20hrs/wk)

$143

3 Month Adult

$143

AAFC or Air League (under 18, or under 26 & student > 20hrs/wk)

$123

Gliding Australia Magazine Only

$49

Gliding Australia Magazine Only with Overseas Postage
International Visiting Pilot 1 Month

$85
$110

International Visiting Pilot 1 Month Junior
International Visiting Pilot 2 Month

Clearly any strategy to grow
the participation of gliding
this strategy must focus
on meeting the sporting
and social expectations of
participants, ensuring they
become lifelong participants
in gliding.

$32
$220

Non-Flying Active

$66

Non-Flying Associate

$40

Registered Operator Affiliation

$70

Tow Pilot Membership

$15

3. As per table in 5.1 2005 Total Flying Membership of 2,246 and in 2017 of 2,002
4. GFA website, 29/05/2017, http://www.admin.glidingaustralia.org/index.php?option=com_chronoforms5&chronoform=NewMember6D
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5.5 THE OPPORTUNITY TO GROW
A review of Australian participation research is summarised later in this strategy but a crucial finding of the
Market Segmentation into Sports Participation – Adults
research identified that:

5.6 MAKING IT EASIER FOR CLUBS
AND VOLUNTEERS

Potentially the most important driver for changing the way
gliding as a sport recruits and retains its participants is that
it is becoming increasingly difficult for people to volunteer
the time required to run their community gliding club as
“A total of 25% of the Australian market aged 14-65
they have been traditionally operated.
years old were currently not members of sport clubs but
Many clubs feel it is their responsibility to recruit new parexpressed interest in joining one to do physical activity
ticipants to gliding but few have the capacity or resources
or sport. This equates to over 3.8 million Australians who
to take advantage of the technological and communication
are potentially new club members.” 5
innovations that would underpin a modern participation
This means that the target market of people who would
recruitment and retention strategy.
consider joining a community sports club is significant and
Introducing technological and communication innovation
as illustrated in section 7.3, the review of the Market Segmentation into Sports Participation – Adults 14-65, gliding will not only support new participation strategies but have
the potential to significantly reduce the administrative,
is ideally placed to take advantage of this potential market
fundraising and communication, and other non flying
of new participants.
related tasks associated with running a community sports
club.

Reducing the general
administrative
workloads for clubs
and their volunteers
is a key objective of
this strategy.

Photo: Justine Thompson
5. Market Segmentation for Sport Participation – Adults 14-65 years old commissioned by the Australian Sports Commission,
undertaken by GfK Blue Moon and released in 2013, page 11
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6.

GLIDING TODAY

6.1 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

6.1.1 CLUB PROFILE

The pursuit of gliding in Australia is governed by the
Gliding Federation of Australia (GFA). The Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) set the safety, operational
and airworthiness standards for gliding, which are then
implemented and overseen on behalf of CASA by GFA as a
self-administering organisation.
As a federation, GFA have the following regional bodies
as it members, who in turn have as their members, gliding
clubs associated with their region:
1. Victorian Soaring Association —

Gliding clubs are located in all states and territories around
Australia. Table 4 below illustrates the number of clubs
affiliated with each regional association.

responsible for Victoria and Tasmania

2. West Australian Gliding Association —

Table 4.

3. South Australian Gliding Association —

Region

4. NSW Gliding —

West Australian Gliding Association

responsible Western Australia

responsible for South Australia and Northern Territory
responsible for New South Wales

5. Gliding Queensland —

responsible for Queensland

GFA delegate responsibility to the regional associations to
oversee the administration, development and promotion of
the sport and support of the clubs to

Gliding Clubs Per Region 6

Victorian Soaring Association
South Australian Gliding Association

No. of Clubs
12
5
8

NSW Gliding

19

Gliding Queensland

11

Club not linked to regions
Total

6. GFA website, 29 May 2017,
http://www.admin.glidingaustralia.org/index.php?option=com_chronoconnectivity5&cont=lists&act=index&ccname=ClubListfromLocator

3
58
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6.1.2 OPERATIONS PANEL RESPONSIBILITIES

6.2 STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION

A key activity is to oversee the development and safety of
pilots and instructors. Primary this task is delegated to a
group titled the “Operations Panel”. The Operations Panel
is made up of GFA’s Executive Manager Operations and
each regional Manager of Operations.
The Operations Panel is responsible for setting the pilot
and instructor training and certification syllabus, which
must be reviewed and approved by CASA prior to implementation.
Upon receiving approval from CASA, a key responsibility
of the Operations Panel is to oversee the training of each
instructor, issue instructor ratings or accreditations and
finally to audit instructors to ensure compliance to the
standards of the program.
Once accredited, instructors can then train and mentor
pilots through the certification (rating) program (in accordance with their own rating). Under the supervision of
the clubs’ Chief Flying Officer, they will also ensure that all
statutory, instruction and training responsibilities are met.

The pursuit of gliding has many key stakeholders and
interested parties. As the GFA is a self-administering
organisation responsible for administering operational and
airworthiness standards CASA or the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority is a key partner in gliding as are the Regional
Associations and of course, the gliding clubs themselves.
Like many other sports, GFA is a member of a number of
national and international sporting bodies listed below but
also has additional stakeholder which must be considered,
and, if possible included in this project. Key stakeholders
of gliding are, but not limited to:
a) Air Services Australia – who provide access to air space
and are responsible for “Australia’s airspace management, aeronautical information, aviation communications, radio navigation aids, and aviation rescue fire
fighting services.” 7
b) Air Sports Australia Confederation - is the peak national body, formed by a number of national air sport
organisations, including GFA to “promote and develop
sport and recreational aviation and associated activities,
on a national and multi-discipline basis; support collectively the activities and aspirations of its members and
to promote awareness of aviation generally.” 8
c) International Gliding Commission – the international
governing body for the sport of gliding
d) Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) - the
world governing body for air sports and certification of
aviation and astronautical world records
Each club will also have a number of local stakeholders
such as their airport, local council and of course their local
communities.
Together each stakeholder has potential and capacity to
contribute positively and substantially to this project and
each should be engaged positively to identify not only issues and barriers but how each can add real value and contribute to gliding growing to 30,000 participants by 2030.

7. Air Space Australia website, 31 May 2017, http://www.airservicesaustralia.com/about/
8. Air Sports Australia Confederation Incorporated Constitution, Updated February 2014, Section 2, Statement of Purpose
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6.3 BRANDING AND NAMING CONVENTIONS
As Table 4 indicates, the list of Regional Associations
illustrates the inconsistency of naming and branding
conventions. This naming inconsistency often confuses
those new to the sport with little or no understanding of
the background or history of the names. Further confusing
matters is the fact that many of the regional associations
cover more than one state, yet this is not reflected in their
association name.
Let’s consider the experience of a potential member in
Tasmania, searching for participations online would:
1. They would be referred to a website of the Victorian
Soaring Association (VSA)
2. Which has a URL www.gliding.asn.au
The branding of the VSA has the potential to further compound the confusion as it has no reference to Tasmania,
even though it is its representative regional body.
If the person had recently moved from interstate then
they may have seen logo’s and branding which is not easily
or logically associated with the Tasmanian participation
option.
6.3.1 BOWLS AUSTRALIA BRANDING AND
NAMING CONVENTIONS

A number of sports have undertaken significant naming
and branding exercises to ensure that they provide consistent and unambiguous messaging. A very good example of
this rebranding was undertaken by Bowls Australia and its
state/territory member organisations.

Fig 1.

Bowls Australia and
State/Territory Brands
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6.4 MEMBERS AGE PROFILE
Gliding has a membership age profile that has characteristics both unique to gliding and consistent with other
sports.
As the table and graph below shows, gliding has no
members under the age of 15 but a significant 23% of total
flying members are aged between 15and 20 years old. At
the other end of the age profile more than 58% of gliding’s
flying members are over the age of 50, with the average age
of a GFA member being 48 years of age.
Like most sports, gliding experiences a significant loss of
flying members between the ages of 20 and 40 which membership growth recommencing again after participants
turn 40.
Table 5.
Table 5 and Figure 2 show the GFA age profile for flying
Age
members in April 2017.

Age Profile of GFA Members 9
No. of Members

15-20

546

21-30

136

31-40

95

41-50

245

51-60

477

61-70

589

71-80

273

>80

Fig 2.

Age Profile of GFA Members

44

Total flying members

2,405

as at April 2017 10

700

600

MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS

500

400

300

200

100

0
15-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

MEMBER’S AGE

9. Information presented by GFA EO, Terry Cubley at the 2017 Marketing Workshop held on the 29 May 2017 in Melbourne
10. Information presented by GFA EO, Terry Cubley at the 2017 Marketing Workshop held on the 29 May 2017 in Melbourne

71-80

>80
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6.5 GLIDING’S PARTICIPATION PATHWAY
There are many ways to enter the sport, whether it be
through participation opportunities such as:
• Introductory membership
• Through the air force cadets
• 5 or 10 flight packages
• 3 month membership
• 12 month membership
• Club weekend training
• Intensive training courses (5-9 days)
Regardless of your avenue into gliding, the pilot development pathway is the same. As Figure 3 below illustrates
progress through the Learn to Fly and Learn to Soar
qualifications before pilots are able to choose the type participation options that suit their needs at any given time.
Whether it is to simply remain a social flyer or progress
along the competition and racing pathway.

Fig 3.

Pilot Development
Pathway
WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGIONAL AND
NATIONAL EVENTS

INTRODUCTION TO
COACHING

WORLD SQUAD
TRAINING

ADVANCED RACING

INTRODUCTION TO
RACING

PATHWAY TO
RECORD FLYING

REPAIRS

W AND B

BADGES AND OLC

INSTRUCTORS COURSE
L1 AND L2

FORM 2

AIRWORTHINESS
PATHWAY

AEROBATICS

INTRODUCTION TO
CROSS COUNTRY

LEARN TO SOAR
(GPC)
LEARN TO FLY
(A CERT)

SOCIAL FLYING

INTRODUCTION TO
INSTRUCTING (AEI)
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Table 6.
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How New Members in 2016-2017
Found Out About Gliding 11

New membership analysis 2016 - 2017

No. of New Members

AAFC Cadet

95

Referred by a friend

85

Overseas visitor

76

Other Aviation

66

6.6 PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT

Website

55

Re-joining

29

6.6.1 NEW MEMBERS

AEF

16

Google

10

Throughout 2016 – 2017 GFA asked new members to
nominate how they found out about gliding. Information
was provided by 533 new members and their responses are
summarised in the following table.

Magazine

3

Other

98

Total

533

11. Information presented by GFA EO, Terry Cubley at the 2017 Marketing Workshop held on the 29 May 2017 in Melbourne.
Extracted from New members surveys conducted in 2016/2017.
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Fig 4.

CSIRO Identified Mega Trends
Shown as a Venn Diagram 12

7.

THINKING LIKE THE FUTURE WHAT THE RESEARCH TELLS US

In recent times the Australian Sports Commission has
invested heavily into sports participation research. Many
sports around the country are now using the research
findings to drive their participation strategies and in many
cases their current participation growth.
Primarily this strategy considered the findings of the following research reports.
• Market Segmentation into Sports Participation – Adults
14 – 65 years old
• The future of Australian Sport - Megatrends shaping
the sports sector over coming decades

13

7.1 THE FUTURE OF AUSTRALIAN SPORT
- MEGATRENDS SHAPING THE SPORTS
SECTOR OVER COMING DECADES
This research, commissioned by the Australian Sports
Commission, conducted by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) and
released in 2013 sought to identify the future of Australian
Sport. “The purpose of this study is to inform decisions
about Australian sport by constructing a narrative about
the future.”
The research takes a whole of sport perspective, seeking to
identify the “different forces potentially shaping the future”
and calls these forces “megatrends”, which the authors
define as “an important pattern of social, economic or environmental change.”  14
The findings of the “megatrends” research provides a clear
pathway into the future, which if followed, would ensure
gliding is ideally positioned to take advantage of the changing nature of Australian sport.
The authors identified six megatrends and their summaries
of each is reproduced below:

12. The future of Australian Sport - Megatrends shaping the sports sector over coming decades, CSIRO, 2013, page 1
13. Ibid., 3
14. Ibid., 1
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7.1.1 A PERFECT FIT

“Individualised sport and fitness activities are on the rise
(Standing Committee on Recreation and Sport, 2010).
People are fitting sport into their increasingly busy and
time-fragmented lifestyles to achieve personal health objectives. Participation rates in aerobics, running, walking,
along with gym membership, have all risen sharply over
the past decade while participation rates for many organised sports have held constant or declined (Standing
Committee on Recreation and Sport, 2010). People are
increasingly opting to go for a run with headphones and a
music player when the opportunity arises rather than commit to a regular organised sporting event. Expenditure on
healthcare as a proportion of total expenditure has been,
and is forecast to continue, rising (Australian Government,
2010). Australians are becoming more health conscious.
We are increasingly playing sport to get fit, rather than
getting fit to play sport.”
The research suggests that the rise of individualised sport is
driven by:
• The fragmentation of people’s discretionary time
• A reduction of participation time in people’s lives
• An increase in health related products and services.
“We are not getting fit to play sport, we’re playing sport
to get fit.”
• Participation options expanding in range and time, e.g.
the explosion of 24-hour gyms.
• Social media is being used to build and foster communities of people participating in non-organised sporting
activities on their own
• Advances in electronic gaming now allows player participation in a way that based on the calories exerted is
often comparable to light to moderate physical activity.

7.1.1.1 The Opportunity

While gliding has an organised competition component,
the majority of participation is undertaken by individuals
choosing their gliding experiences. The “A perfect fit”
megatrend confirmed the rise of non-organised sports activities, i.e. activities that can be undertaken by the participant when they want and how they want.
To maximise these participation opportunities, gliding
needs to provide participation options at the times people
are willing and able to participate and most importantly, in
the time they have available. While larger clubs may have
the capacity to operate seven days a week, smaller clubs
would not have the same ability to provide flexible flying
options. This barrier needs to be overcome.
Another major barrier (explored in more detail later in this
report) that needs to be overcome is the need for people to
spend large periods of time volunteering to make it possible for others to fly. While many may love to spend time
at the airport facilitating flights and the running of the
club, for most this is simply not possible. This is especially
important if gliding seeks to engage and retain younger
participants from segments of the community who have
not traditionally participated in large numbers, e.g. women
or the 20 – 35 age group.
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7.2 THE FINDINGS

7.2.2 FROM EXTREME TO MAINSTREAM

“This megatrend captures the rise of lifestyle, adventure
and alternative sports that are particularly popular with
younger generations. These sports typically involve com“Market forces are likely to exert greater pressure on
plex, advanced skills and have some element of inherent
sport in the future. In some sports, elite athletes have had
danger and/or thrill-seeking. They are also characterised
considerable pay rises and large sponsorship deals. This
by a strong lifestyle element and participants often obhas not occurred in other sports (McMillan, 2011). Sports
tain cultural self-identity and self-expression through
with higher salaries may draw athletes away from those
these sports. These sports are likely to attract participants
with lower salaries. Loosely organised community sports
associations are likely to be replaced by organisations with through generational change and greater awareness via
corporate structures and more formal governance systems online content (e.g. YouTube, Facebook, Twitter). There
is strong viewer demand for extreme sports videos on the
in light of market pressures. The cost of participating in
internet and television.”
sport is also rising and this is a participation barrier for
many people.”
The research identifies that extreme sports, which “typically involve complex, advanced skills and have some element
7.2.1.1 The Opportunity
of inherent danger and/or thrill-seeking“ are rapidly growThe really important learning from this megatrend is that
ing in popularity to the point of becoming mainstream par“the coming decades are likely to see many Australian
ticipation options. While most people would not consider
sports organisations continue to transition from small and gliding to be an extreme sport it clearly fits this definition
informal community groups to large and formalised corpo- of an extreme sport. Underpinning the rise of extreme
rate structures.”
sports are the common characteristics of them being
‘anti-establishment, individualistic and/or do-it-yourself
It is vital that gliding acknowledges this megatrend and
recognises the need to change both its organisational struc- philosophies’ which may not be the traditional philosophies of gliding but these characteristics should form at
ture, operations and its thinking from a small, predominantly volunteer run organisation to an organisation that is least part of the foundation from which the participation
able to maximise the participation growth opportunities in strategy is formed.
a financially sustainable manner.
7.2.2.1 The Opportunity
The second opportunity, identified as part of the “from
To take advantage of this exciting change in consumer
tracksuits to business suits” megatrend, is as technology
preferences, gliding must:
increases the opportunities to broadcast sport to a growing
• Change the way it thinks about how it sees itself as a
audience (in Australia and overseas) and the evolution of
sport. We need to understand that gliding can be made
sport into entertainment is likely to create potential broadto be extremely relevant in today’s world
casting revenue opportunities.
• Raise the profile of gliding within the community and
reposition it as an exciting, modern sport
• Create opportunities for large numbers of people to
experience gliding
• Embrace private owners, creating opportunities for
more people to participate in gliding on their own
terms.
7.2.1 TRACKSUITS TO BUSINESS SUITS
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7.2.3 MORE THAN SPORT

“The broader benefits of sport are being increasingly recognised by governments, business and communities. Sport
can help achieve mental and physical health, crime prevention, social development and international co-operation
objectives (Cameron & MacDougall, 2000; Schmitz et al.,
2004). Sport for children and adults is an effective means
of reducing the rising rates of obesity and chronic illness. If
managed appropriately, it can be an effective mechanism to
help achieve social inclusion for marginalised groups and
reduce crime rates. Sport can also build bridges to other
countries and achieve overseas aid, peace, development and
foreign policy objectives.”
7.2.3.1 The Opportunity

While gliding may not have an obvious ability to provide
physical activity, it has an immense opportunity to provide
mental health benefits. The reduced physical movement
required in gliding compared to many traditional high participation sports means that the sport can easily be tailored
for many people with a disability. There is also significant
funding available to increase participation rates of children.
The opportunity for gliding is in recognising that an increasing number of community stakeholders are seeking to
utilise sport as a vehicle to achieve non-sporting objectives.
If gliding were to identify and partner with these types of
organisations it has the potential to create the following
opportunities:
• Sources of funding not traditionally available for gliding
(e.g. VicHealth grants for increasing female participation in sport)
• Access, through these partnerships, to segments of the
community not currently participating in gliding.
• Marketing and promotional opportunities of gliding by
partners
To take advantage of these opportunities, gliding may have to:
• Identify and include the health benefits of gliding in all
communications and marketing.
• Create participation options specifically for different
segments of the community (e.g. children)
• Consider forming relationships with organisations seeking to use sport to achieve their community based goals

Photo: Anthony Smith
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7.2.4 EVERYBODY’S GAME

7.2.5 NEW WEALTH, NEW TALENT

“Australia and other countries of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) face
an ageing population. This will change the types of sports
we play and how we play them. There are indications that
Australians are embracing sport into their old age. To
retain strong participation rates, sports of the future will
need to cater for senior citizens. They will also need to cater for the changing cultural make-up of Australia. Australian society has become, and will continue to become, highly multicultural. Different cultures have different sporting
preferences and recreation habits. Sporting organisations
will be challenged with capturing the interest and involvement of diverse cultures.”

“Population and income growth throughout Asia will
create tougher competition and new opportunities for
Australia both on the sports field and in the sports business environment. Asian countries are investing heavily
in sports capabilities and, especially in the case of China,
have rapidly improved gold medal outcomes at the Olympics over recent decades (Hong et al., 2005). As disposable
incomes grow, the populations of Asian countries are
becoming more interested in sport. This may create new
markets for sports television, sports tourism, sports equipment, sport services and sports events.”
7.2.5.1 The Opportunity

Both economic growth and sports participation growth
is being driven by Asian countries, especially China, the
Republic of South Korea and India. Australia has the interCurrently the average age of a GFA member is 48, with
national advantage of being in the same geographic region,
nearly 60% of members being over the age of 50, so creatwith many Asian countries on its door step.
ing participation opportunities for older members of the
community is seen by many as a strength of the sport.
There is anecdotal evidence that participants are already
coming to Australia to fly in our unique flying conditions
The potential to grow the number of older participants,
who generally have more flexibility and discretionary time, so there is an opportunity, in the longer term, to create
if harnessed well, could support the expansion of flying op- sports tourism or adventure travel products, services and
opportunities specifically for these growing audiences.
portunities outside the current peak times, i.e. weekends,
even in small clubs. The expansion of flying opportunities
then fits for the needs of those requiring flexibility in their
participation options.
The other opportunity identified as part of the “everybody’s game” megatrend is the diversification or segmentation of the Australian community. There is a significant
opportunity to create targeted communication and participation strategies for growing groups within the Australian
community, such as:
• Culturally and linguistically diverse communities
(CALD) – picking up on the key fact that today, one
quarter of Australians are born overseas. The key finding of the research was that a one-size-fits-all approach
is unlikely to be successful as “different cultures have
different sporting preferences and different patterns of
sporting behaviour” 15
• People with a disability – the research identified in
2009 18.5% of Australians had a disability (or 4.9million
people). Of this figure only 25% participated in sport
or physical recreation, meaning there are highly likely
to be participation growth opportunities for this group.
Creating participation options and pathways for people
with a disability is likely to also open up additional
funding opportunities through the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and associated programs.
7.2.4.1 The Opportunity

Photo: Eric Stauss
15. Page 22, Megatrends
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7.3 MARKET SEGMENTATION INTO SPORTS
PARTICIPATION – ADULTS 14-65 YEARS OLD

7.4 MOTIVATIONS FOR JOINING A CLUB

All audiences included in the research identified that “clubs
and club participation can offer significant benefits.” 17 The
The Australian Sports Commission identified the need
research them identified the motivations for club memberto undertake research that “aimed to uncover, explore,
ship, which included:
establish and clearly articulate the different motivations,
attitudes, needs and barriers that influence people’s deci• Self-improvement (63%),
sions and behaviours in relation to sport and in particular,
• General enjoyment or fun (56%),
participation in club-based sport.” 16
• Social reasons (48%)
GfK Australia was commissioned to undertake the research • Mental benefits (47%)
and their findings were released in 2013, in the report
• The majority felt that club participation facilitates regutitled “Market Segmentation for Sport Participation –
lar exercise (61%),
Adults 14-65 years old, Combined Qualitative and Quan• Around half (51%) felt clubs make it easier to get intitative Research Report.’’
volved in sport and physical activity.
While the CSIRO’s Megatrend research considered sport• Socialising is another benefit of club involvement with
ing trends from a whole of sport perspective, the Market
more than half who felt clubs are good for socialising
Segmentation research considers behaviours and future
and making friends (56%).
trends from the perspective of the individual.
• Around half also perceived club membership to provide
The research identified key information that must be
a sense of personal pride (45%) and belonging (49%).
considered and incorporated into any future participation
strategies for gliding.
7.5 BENEFITS OF CLUB MEMBERSHIP
A key finding of the research was, despite the general trend
The research explored what people considered the benefits
of participation in organised sports declining or, at best
of club membership. Their answers were then grouped as
remaining constant, that Australians remain interested in
practical benefits and emotional benefits.
participating in a community sports club.
7.5.1 PRACTICAL BENEFITS OF CLUB MEMBERS

“A total of 25% of the
Australian market aged
14-65 years old were
currently not members
of sport clubs but
expressed interest in
joining one to do physical
activity or sport. This
equates to over 3.8
million Australians who
are potentially new club
members.”

The practical benefits of club membership included:
• To participate in a given sport
• To improve their skill at that sport
• Provides access to facilities, equipment and coaching
• Compete in organised competitions with like-minded
people (like-minded relates just as much to the sport
they are playing as the context of the sport, i.e. those
participating for social motivations rarely enjoy it if a
competitive person who is simply focusing on winning
are competing together)

16. Market Segmentation for Sport Participation – Adults 14-65 years old commissioned by the Australian Sports Commission,
undertaken by GfK Blue Moon and released in 2013, page 4
17. Ibid., page 9
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7.6 BARRIERS TO SPORTS PARTICIPATION
The research identified incredibly valuable information
as to the barriers to club participation. It is crucial to the
success of the project that these barriers need to be understood, initially from a general perspective, but then from a
gliding perspective specifically.
The research identified barriers could be grouped into two
groups, practical/rational barriers and perceptual barriers.
7.6.1 PRACTICAL BARRIERS

Practical/rational barriers are those that are related to considerations such as “costs, location, convenience, commitment, and club structures, politics, and organisation” 18
• A lack of time due to other changing lifestyles and
priorities – (families and weekend work commitments
are major issues as are increases in study pressure as
children get older)
• Inflexibility of club schedule and fixtures
• Lack of information about what participation options
are available. People who may want to participate in the
club’s activities simply don’t know what is available to
them.
• Financial considerations, which relate to both the cost
of the activity and the perception of “value for money”
• Competition from non sports related options – the most
obvious is video gaming and screen related activities
• Changing dynamic and profile of the community
brought about by immigration
• Often entrenched attitudes and behaviours of clubs,
which lead to the preferential treatment of some members (those more highly skilled) whereby others come to
feel less valued by their clubs.
• Behaviours in clubs that focus on identifying and
funnelling resources to the most talented and dedicated
individuals and teams at the expense of the broader club
membership base

18. Ibid., page 9

7.6.2

PERCEPTUAL BARRIERS
Perceptual barriers, especially those of non participants,
focused on the experiences they expected within the club,
including:
• The concept that local sport is taken too seriously
• Many people dislike the competitive nature of sport
• Clubs are cliquey, exclusive, single minded and often
highly judgmental of non-participants or those with a
lower level of ability at sport
• Many respondents indicated they wanted to participate
but playing sports made them feel “embarrassed or
self-conscious”
• They felt clubs only genuinely welcome members with a
high level of skill and talent
• Acceptance into the social scene requires high level of
skill or time
• Many assumed club members have known each other
for a long time, making it unlikely they would be welcomed or accepted
• Resources are given to the most skilled, with lower levels left with little coaching, access or equipment
• There is a requirement to contribute to the running of
the club or other non sport activities
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“The qualitative research found that the expectations
and preconceptions of non-club members toward clubs
can differ from the realities, be based on previous
negative experiences, or based on prejudices or
misconceptions about clubs.” 19
“For many the overriding conclusion was that
they were not the “type” that clubs would
be interested in.” 20

“As such acquisition strategies may need
to focus on addressing the misconceptions
of non-club members which lead them to
avoid enquiry. It will be crucial to provide
motivations for non-club members to
enquire into club offerings, facilities or
memberships.” 21

19. Ibid., page 12
20. Ibid., page 9
21. Ibid., page 12
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7.7 LAPSED MEMBERS

7.8 STRATEGY DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

A key issue for gliding is the high percentage (nearly 75%)
of new members who will not renew their membership
within their first three years of membership. The research
considered from a general sport perspective why people
cease to be club members and identified:
“Over half (51%) of non-club members aged 14-65 years
old were lapsed club members. Lapsed club members
mentioned a range of reasons for stopping membership.
Among Australian adults aged 14-65 years old, the most
commonly cited reasons for lapsing were not enough
time due to other school/work/university commitments
(26%), wanting to spend time on other interests (14%), not
enough time due to family commitments/ having a baby/
looking after children (11%). One in ten (11%) mentioned
no longer enjoying being a member. “ 22
When seeking to attract lapsed members back to sport,
once the obvious practical barriers are overcome, the
research also identified significant perceptual barriers to be
overcome as:
“It became apparent that once out of the club environment,
respondents had a number of concerns about returning
that seemed to grow over time. For example, the longer
a person was out of the club environment the more likely
they were to:
• Not be prepared to give the social commitment they
remember clubs as wanting;
• Not feel they will be good enough at the sport anymore
/ judged for their ability;
• Feel physically incapable of playing like they used to /
the standard they would want or expect of themselves;
• Perceive that while they have been out of the sport their
peers will have kept at it, creating a large gap in their
skills compared to others their age; and
• Become concerned about gaining acceptance to a club
due to these reasons, that is, lower skills and lack of
willingness or ability to commit”

The Market Segmentation for Sport Participation – Adults
14-65 research contains a large amount of information
which, like the CSIRO “megatrend” research, will form the
foundation of the participation strategy.
“Strategies for retaining existing club members are crucial given the high level of club membership drop out ...
The qualitative research found that club expectations and
structures may not currently be addressing these. As such,
retention strategies may need to focus on addressing barriers that lead to “drop out” at different ages or life stages.
Both the qualitative and quantitative research indicates that
during school years and early club membership, clubs need
to both be sensitive to competing interests for young people, as well as ensuring that competition and performance
are balanced against enjoyment and fun.“ 23

22. Ibid., page 9
23. Ibid., page 9
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8.

THE WAY FORWARD

The “Soaring into the future” strategy takes a long term
perspective of our sport. The reality of our sport and our
current situation is that it is impossible to do everything at
once, or even in the first five years.
For many, the changes required will seem dramatic and
even have the potential to affect current participants
negatively, so implementation of the participation strategy
should be considered, and ensure everybody understands
the change and why change is vital to the long term sustainability of gliding. It must not be rushed and must not
lose those who currently participate so passionately in our
wonderful sport of gliding.
The “Soaring into the future” implementation strategy has
four distinct stages:
a) Planning, research and design/refinement of participation products and pathways (the program) and recruitment strategies for each target group
b) Implementation of program into existing clubs
c) Increasing participation options, flexibility and capacity
within existing clubs
d) Growing the number of clubs in Australia

Underpinning the strategy must be a very strong and
consistent communication strategy which informs and
empowers stakeholders in the initial stages of the program
and then as the program rolls out captures the feedback
from stakeholders and uses this information to continually
refine and improve the program. The program, therefore,
will never be completed. It will be continually be adapting
to the needs of participants and looking to take advantage
of innovations and opportunities.
The following section of this strategy defines key activities,
opportunities and recommendations required to successfully achieve our goal of 30,000 participants by 2030.
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8.1 PARTICIPATION PATHWAYS AND
“PRODUCTS”
8.1.1 SHORT TERM

tioning this existing functionality into a game should
be very possible, and potentially rewarding. Both from
increasing the number of participants in the sport but
also from a potential revenue perspective also.

1. All the participation options within gliding must be
identified and participation pathways created at a national level (the program) which:
a) Increase the skill and competency of the participant
and prepares them for and transitions them into the
next step in the pathway
b) Maximises the individual’s enjoyment and satisfies
their needs
c) Creates social opportunities
d) Ensures their physical safety and mental well being
e) Builds and grows the individual’s sense of belonging
to their club and the sport of gliding
f) Engages the participant in gliding throughout their
life
2. To ensure the program continually focuses on meeting
the needs of the club, adoption of the participation
program, its pathways and products would be on an
“opt-in” basis and not mandated to clubs that they must
participate.
3. From a flying perspective, the logical and easiest groups
to create participation pathways initially would be:
a) People who have been members for less than three
years (as the probability is that 75% of this group will
leave prior to their fourth year)
b) Introductory members – these are people who are
interested enough to try gliding yet rarely do they
continue in the sport
c) AAFC cadets – a group of young people, generally
passionate about flying. Already the biggest single
source of new members to the sport.

8.2 BRANDING, NAMING CONVENTIONS
AND IDENTITY

8.1.2 MEDIUM TERM

8.3.1 SHORT TERM

4. New groups of potential participants should be identified and recruitment and development pathways developed specifically for each group. Examples of potential
target groups could be women, people with a disability
or air force personnel.

9. Gliding Federation of Australia invest a minimum of
$400,000 from its cash reserves over the next three
years to the project to fund dedicated and suitably
skilled resources to the project initially.
10. Establish a range of different participation projects,
over time, with the Australian Sports Foundation and
create a communications strategy requesting support
and donations for the projects from the gliding community. Sports such as sailing have used this strategy
to raise significant amounts of funds from its community.

8.1.3 LONG TERM

5. Organisations such as the AFL, FIFA (soccer) and the
NBA (basketball) have created video games that are
now a significant part of their participant recruitment
strategy. Gliding should explore the opportunity for
to create, or partner with organisations who can create
video games showcasing gliding. Gliding already has
invested heavily into simulation software so transi-

8.2.1 SHORT TERM

6. The sport must agree and adopt a single set of branding
and naming conventions.
7. A unique brand be created for the participation strategy, with its own dedicated website and marketing
collateral which can then be adopted and adapted (if
needed) by clubs. For example, the Sailing Australia
participation strategy is called “Discover Sailing” and
it is this brand that used in all promotional activities
around Australia. (www.discoversailing.org.au).
8. Creating brands or “products” for different stages
or participation options in the pathway, especially
entry level options. For example, sailing created the
“Tackers” brand for their 5 – 12 year olds, AFL created
Auskick, Netball has NetSetGO, Cricket has T20Blast
and In2Cricket products. Not only do these sub brands
create an identity but re-inforce the logical pathway,
providing participants with rewards that motivate
them to continue.
8.3 PROGRAM FUNDING
The “Soaring into the future” strategy is an ambitious and
complex strategy which is unlikely to be successful without
knowledgeable and skilled resources being dedicated to
the project. It is highly unlikely that the strategy can be
implemented successfully in a timely manner by relying
predominantly on volunteers.
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8.3.2 MEDIUM TERM

11. Create a targeted grant acquisition strategy which secures significant funding over time from organisations
such the Australian Sports Commission, Federal and
State Government Sport and Recreation Departments,
CASA and any other body whose objectives are consistent with the strategy.
12. Consider how the participation strategy can create
additional revenue opportunities for clubs which would
be considered core functions of the club.
8.4 CAPACITY OF CLUBS TO
INCREASE PARTICIPATION
8.4.1 SHORT TERM

13. Undertake an audit of all clubs to identify key information which will form the basis of future recommendations and strategies, including but not limited to:
a) What participation options and numbers each club
offers
b) When they are offering participation opportunities
c) Barriers to increasing participation from each club’s
perspective
d) Capacity and willingness to increase capacity in the
short term
e) The number of accredited instructors
f) The number and type of gliders in use
g) Type and number of tow planes or winches
h)Simulator facilities
i) What each club requires to increase participation
j) Pavilions, hangers and social facilities of each club
k) Access to air space

8.5 EMPOWERING INSTRUCTORS
8.5.1 MEDIUM TERM

If it is the responsibility of clubs to attract their community
to gliding then it is the instructors who are people who will
determine the experience new and introductory participants receive. The instructor is the most important person
in the process of “converting” new participants into long
term members. It is important that instructors not only
have the knowledge and skills required but also the willingness and desire to undertake this important function.
17. Review and update the instructor education, accreditation and support resources and processes to ensure
instructors have the capacity to not only deliver the
technical and safety information required at each stage
of the participation pathway but they are also empowered to:
a) Increase the skill and competency of the participant
and transition each person into the next step in the
pathway
b) Maximises the individual’s enjoyment and satisfies
their flying needs
c) Creates social opportunities
d) Ensures their physical safety and mental well being
e) Builds and grows the individual’s sense of belonging
to their club and the sport of gliding
f) Engages the participant in gliding throughout their
life
8.6 TECHNOLOGY
8.6.1 SHORT TERM

As the “Soaring into the future” strategy is a whole of sport
strategy it provides the wonderful opportunity to intro8.4.2 MEDIUM TERM
duce technology and online services which either improve
14. Identify and create the training and support resources
the capacity, quality and services of clubs or reduce their
required by clubs and their volunteers to implement the workload.
program and its associated changes to club processes,
18. Identify Membership database and Customer Relaprocedures, culture and methodology.
tionship Management requirements of the project and
15. Project the infrastructure and fixed asset requirements
review options and solutions.
(for example. gliders, winches, hangers, repair facilities
19. Under take a review of technology and online services
and tow planes) of each club which would maximise
which may directly or indirectly support the project
their participation potential.
including but certainly not limited to:
16. Create and deliver on a funding strategy that supports
a) Online banking and accounting systems
the acquisition of infrastructure and assets.
b) Flight booking and systems
c) Flight logging systems
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8.6.2 MEDIUM AND LONG TERM

20. Introduce technology, on a whole of sport basis, which
will support the participation strategy, improve the
capacity, quality and services of clubs or reduce their
workload.
8.7 CLUB AND STAKEHOLDER
COMMUNICATION
Developing and implementing a high quality communication strategy which engages clubs and builds high quality
relationships with the project stakeholders must be the
foundation of the “Soaring into the future” strategy.
21. Create and implement a consistent and high quality
club, volunteer and member communication strategy
which announces the project and provides regular status reports and updates. Not only should the communication strategy provide information from the project
but should also have mechanisms to receive input,
advice and feedback throughout the project which can
be used to continually review and improve the project
outcomes.
22. Identify the key stakeholders, both inside and outside
the sport, create and implement a communication
strategy which builds high quality relationships that
support the delivery of the project.
8.8 AVIATION TOURISM PRODUCTS CREATED
AND MARKETED INTO ASIA
There is anecdotal evidence to support the notion that
Asian glider pilots are already visiting Australian gliding
locations as part of their holidays. The CSIRO Megatrends
report indicates that this trend likely to continue creating the potential for gliding to create additional revenue
streams and participation opportunities in the future.
8.8.1 MEDIUM TERM

23. Undertake a feasibility study to explore the viability
of creating participation options specifically targeting
Asian participants and attracting them to Australia.
8.9 PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
Introducing a “whole of sport” participation strategy with
such an ambitious target, requiring significant changes to
the way the pursuit of gliding is offered, administered and
delivered will require dedicated resources with a dedicated
focus. Consistent with the current structure of gliding it is
recommended:
24. That a new sub committee of the GFA board be established for the project with the goal to attract 30,000
gliding participants per year by 2030.

25. The sub committee should be made up of, not only
people with knowledge and experience relating to
the different activities and key stakeholder groups of
gliding (potentially representatives from clubs, instructors, recreational fliers, private owners, competitive
pilots etc) but with a vision for the future and believe
gliding has the potential to grow to 30,000 participants
by 2030.
26. That the activities of the sub committee be delegated
and co-ordinated to the GFA, Executive Officer. (This
will ensure that the activities of both the project and
the operations of the sport can be co-ordinated and
aligned).
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